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Quality of care received
This section includes information from women who
died between 2009 and 2013 and are included in
the confidential enquiry chapters of this report
(including late deaths and women from the Republic
of Ireland). Table 2.14 shows the classification of
care as agreed by the assessors for 248 women
whose case notes were available with sufficient
information for an in-depth review. Among women

who
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into Maternal
Deaths and to
Morbidity
2009-13 good
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Table 2.14: Classification of care received by women who died and for whom case notes were
available for an in-depth review and are included in the confidential enquiry chapters (2009-13)
Classification of care received

Deaths within 42
days (n=108)*
Number (%)

Late deathsƗ
(n=140)*
Number (%)

Good care

44 (41)

43 (31)

Improvements to care which would have made no difference to
outcome

23 (21)

36 (26)

Improvements to care which may have made a difference to
outcome

41 (38)

61 (43)

Ɨ Deaths between 42 days and one year of end of pregnancy irrespective of cause of death; *includes women
whose case notes were available with sufficient information for an in-depth review
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Causes of Sentinel
Events Reviewed by The Joint Commission by Year
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Human Factors… Do they Matter?
81,8%

Human Factors …. Do they Matter?

Workmanship

None: 20.4%
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supporto senior
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Mentorship

30.6%
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Clinical Disagreements
During Labor and Birth:
How Does Real Life Compare to Best Practice?

Gerarchie
Abstract
Purpose: To describe how nurses would respond in common
clinical situations involving disagreement with physician colleagues during labor and birth.
Study Design and Methods: An electronic survey, consisting of
five clinical disagreement case scenarios along with two openended questions regarding how to promote effective interdisciplinary communication and collaboration, was administered via
a secure Web site. Seven hundred four obstetric nurses in a
mid-size metropolitan area were invited to participate via mail.
One hundred thirty-three nurses responded. Data were analyzed using descriptive statistics and thematic analysis of openended text responses.
Results: Respondents were primarily aged ≥40, experienced in
labor nursing, and held a BSN; 35% were members of the Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric and Neonatal Nurses, 35%
were certified in electronic fetal monitoring, and 33% were cerJanuary/February 2009

tified in inpatient obstetrics. In all five scenarios, most nurses
were aware of current evidence and published standards of
care (range 52%-86%). However, there was a wide discrepancy
between current evidence/standards and what nurses indicated would occur in actual clinical practice.
Clinical Implications: In this well-educated and knowledgeable
sample of experienced labor nurses, reports of what would occur in clinical practice did not match current evidence or standards of care. Adequate nursing knowledge may not be an accurate predictor of appropriate clinical practice. Confidence in
administrative support appears to be one of the key factors in
empowering nurses to pursue resolution of disagreements in
patients’ best interests, whereas medical hierarchy, fear, and intimidation are significant barriers.
Key Words: Clinical disagreements; Perinatal patient safety; Standards of care; Reasonably prudent nurses; Disruptive behavior.
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Comunicare nelle emergenze
K ATHLEEN R ICE S IMPSON , P H D, RNC, FAAN,

AND

A UDREY LYNDON , P H D, RNC, CNS

Clinical Disagreements
During Labor and Birth:
How Does Real Life Compare to Best Practice?

Rispetto reciproco
Decisioni condivise
Abstract
Purpose: To describe how nurses would respond in common
clinical situations involving disagreement with physician colleagues during labor and birth.
Study Design and Methods: An electronic survey, consisting of
five clinical disagreement case scenarios along with two openended questions regarding how to promote effective interdisciplinary communication and collaboration, was administered via
a secure Web site. Seven hundred four obstetric nurses in a
mid-size metropolitan area were invited to participate via mail.
One hundred thirty-three nurses responded. Data were analyzed using descriptive statistics and thematic analysis of openended text responses.
Results: Respondents were primarily aged ≥40, experienced in
labor nursing, and held a BSN; 35% were members of the Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric and Neonatal Nurses, 35%
were certified in electronic fetal monitoring, and 33% were cerJanuary/February 2009

Discussioni

tified in inpatient obstetrics. In all five scenarios, most nurses
were aware of current evidence and published standards of
care (range 52%-86%). However, there was a wide discrepancy
between current evidence/standards and what nurses indicated would occur in actual clinical practice.
Clinical Implications: In this well-educated and knowledgeable
sample of experienced labor nurses, reports of what would occur in clinical practice did not match current evidence or standards of care. Adequate nursing knowledge may not be an accurate predictor of appropriate clinical practice. Confidence in
administrative support appears to be one of the key factors in
empowering nurses to pursue resolution of disagreements in
patients’ best interests, whereas medical hierarchy, fear, and intimidation are significant barriers.
Key Words: Clinical disagreements; Perinatal patient safety; Standards of care; Reasonably prudent nurses; Disruptive behavior.
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Comunicare nelle emergenze: tra operatori
Scheda report (SBAR)

SITUAZIONE:
delineare il problema (con parametri)
definire il motivo di preoccupazione
BACKGROUND:
breve presentazione caso
trattamento effettuato
VALUTAZIONE ATTUALE
quale problema si pensa
condizioni cliniche
RICHIESTA:
valutazione
proposta terapeutica
proposta trasferimento
consiglio
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Chiamo per la Signora __________________________ Reparto _______ Letto ____________
Il problema per cui chiamo è _____________________________________________________
L’ho appena valutata:
i parametri sono: PA ___/____ Polso _____ Atti respiratori _____ SPO2 ____% Temp ____ °C
Sono preoccupata perché _______________________________________________________

B
a
c
k
g
r
o
u
n
d

La Signora è:
____________________________________________________________________________
Il travaglio / parto è stato:
____________________________________________________________________________
Il trattamento effettuato / in corso è:
____________________________________________________________________________
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Attuale valutazione:

Penso che il problema sia: ____________________________________________________

Non sono sicura di quale sia il problema ma le sue condizioni stanno peggiorando e bisogna
fare qualcosa

Richiesta:
per favore venga a vedere la paziente subito
penso si debba _____________________________________________________________
penso si debba trasferire la signora _____________________________________________
vorrei un consiglio

Riferito da: ____________________________ Risposta: ______________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________
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Attuale valutazione:

Penso che il problema sia: ____________________________________________________

Non sono sicura di quale sia il problema ma le sue condizioni stanno peggiorando e bisogna
fare qualcosa

Richiesta:
per favore venga a vedere la paziente subito
penso si debba _____________________________________________________________
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Attuale valutazione:

Penso che il problema sia: ____________________________________________________

Non sono sicura di quale sia il problema ma le sue condizioni stanno peggiorando e bisogna
fare qualcosa

Richiesta:
per favore venga a vedere la paziente subito
penso si debba _____________________________________________________________
penso si debba trasferire la signora _____________________________________________
vorrei un consiglio

Riferito da: ____________________________ Risposta: ______________________________
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